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Abstract: Opportunistic forwarding mechanism in Delay Tolerant 

Networks (DTN), are prone to get disconnected from the nodes in 

the network. These types of networks deal with intermittent 

connectivity, large delays.Existing routing protocols of DTNs 

fights with these issues, but fail to integrate the security available 

for delay tolerant networks,it is necessary to design a secure 

routing protocol to overcome these issues. There are centralized 

Trust Authority (TA) based security systems but the 

disconnection or failure of TA, affects the security model and 

network performance. It becomes crucial to have the distributed 

approach for security system and have multiple TAs working on 

security model. This reduces the possibility of poor network 

performance. The paper presents a distributed misbehavior 

detection system, and implements multiple TAs for implementing 

the security model for DTN. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Delay Tolerant Network (DTN) communication is used 

whenever traditional networks fail to deliver the data. DTNs 

are helpful and the best solution to the intermittently 

connected devices. DTN uses store-carry-forward 

mechanism to deliver the data to the destinations. In this 

process the source node has to rely on multiple intermediate 

nodes and trust their forwarding and cooperating abilities [1-

4]. This poses a significant problem of security in DTN. 

Performance of DTN increases with the cooperation 

intermediate nodes. To motivate the cooperation among the 

DTN nodes, some incentives should be offered to 

forwarding DTN nodes. On the other hand the forwarding 

DTN node should also trust the next node so as to maximize 

the delivery probability. This can be achieved only if there is 

trust management system working along with the incentive 

schemes [5]. 
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DTNs can be used in various applications like battlefield 

networks, disastrous networks, vehicular ad-hoc networks, 

under water networks, etc. The routing in DTN becomes the 

center of attraction for the researchers due to wide areas 

discussed above [6]. But the routing behavior has been 

neglected by the research community [7-8]. DTN nodes can 

drop packets to save energy or with some intention to affect 

the original data. This kind of behavior is dangerous for 

DTN. 

In this paper the distributed approach of malicious detection 

scheme is used to provide the security. The scheme is named 

as Distributed Misbehavior Detection System (DMDS). The 

scheme evolves around the trust based strategy, which 

contributes to the increased security of DTN and shows 

better performance over other similar security scheme.  

II. RELATED WORK 

DTNs are prone to get disconnected from the nodes in the 

network. These types of networks deal with intermittent 

connectivity, large delays [2]. This is explained in Figure 1. 

Securing such types of network is one of the critical issues 

apart from routing issues. There are many security algorithm 

and secure routing protocols for the normal wireless 

networks. But these protocols do not work for DTNs.  

 

Figure 1. Delay Tolerant Networks 

Malicious and selfish behaviors represent a serious threat 

against routing in delay/disruption tolerant networks 

(DTNs). The author proposesiTrust [2], a probabilistic 

misbehavior detection scheme (PMDS), for secure DTN 

routing toward efficient trust establishment.iTrust introduces 

a centrally available Trusted Authority (TA) to judge the 

node’s behavior based on thecollected routing evidences and 

probabilistically checking. TA could ensure the security of 

DTN routing at a reduced cost.PMDS improves the 

efficiency of the scheme,but the only problem with 

centralized approach is that 

if TA is disconnected the 

security scheme fails.  
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Trust has been widely used as a security scheme in the 

World Wide Web in different ways, trust between devices 

must be ensured by methods utilizing trust as a tool for DTN 

security [9]. MobiGameis another security protocol against 

selfish nodes, which is also credit based and game theory-

based approach, user-centric and social-aware reputation 

incentive scheme that works on fairness. ConSub works to 

overcome selfish behavior of the node by use of TFT (Tit-

For-Tat) mechanism. Selfish nodes are forced to behave 
properly as ConSub system reacts in the same way [10]. 

Pham et.al. proposed a piggyback method to identify 

multiple attacks related to the black hole, gray hole and 

flooding attack in DTNs [11]. Multiple attacks were 

detected by utilizing the encounter record technique with 

rate limit. Limitation of the algorithm is its detection time 

and cost [12-13]. 

 

III. SECURE ROUTING SCHEME 

As shown in the Figure 2, there is a pool of trust authorities 

(TA) working in a group. The nodes participating in the 

communication on message forwarding have to create the 

credit history of the message forwarding work they are 

doing. As explained in Table 1, the DTN nodes i and j 

maintain the contact history  
   . These records are 

maintained by each node along with their destinations.  

  
                              

…………………… [1] 

This will help DTN nodes to choose next nodes for data 

forwarding. When each nodes learns about the neighbor 

nodes, nearest TA provides the list of available trusted 

nodes   . Source node  
     then creates   copies of messages to forward.  After 

receiving the contact history the node B forwards the 

message m to node C. The forward history   
    is shared 

with the neighbor node A.  

  
    

                                     

…………………… [2] 

In this communication node A acts as a witness. Once the 

node C receives the forwarded message from B, it shares 

   
   with node A and subsequently node A confirms 

forward history    
     . The same record is forwarded by 

the node A to the nearest TA as a witness history. This 

process continues till the actual messages gets delivered to 

the destination node     . Once the destination node 

confirms the message delivery to the nearest TA, it checks 

the integrity of all the witness histories and issues the trust 

value as per the algorithm 1. The contents of all the histories 

are as explained in the following equations. Each DTN node 

adds its signature to the history record so as to maintain the 

integrity of the witness history received at the TA.   

   
    

                  ………………

…… [3] 

   
      

            …………………… 

[4] 

 

 

Figure 2. Distributed misbehavior detection system 

The algorithm explains the steps involved in detection of 

malicious nodes. The algorithm maintains the Trust Property 

(X) which is the function of three variables Unselfishness 

   , Connectivity     and Energy    .  

Trust Property  

            

                                  

                         

                          

  -----------------

------ [5] 

From the value of X, Trust    is calculated as bellow.  

Trust     = Weighted Average of   at time   

        
 
   ------------------------------- [6] 

There are three cases of the node being malicious. These 

cases are discussed here. 

Case I: As explained in algorithm, the number of available 

trusted nodes and the no of forwarded messages should be 

equal in normal message forwarding. If any node from 

  does not keep this message in its buffer then it has to be 

detected as a malicious node. This can be detected in the 

step 4. As soon as the node is detected as malicious node, 

the trust value of this node has to be reduced. It is reduced 

by Trust Update  . It is calculated as follows. 

         ---------------------------- [7] 

Where                      

The weight   is the factor with which the trust update value 

increases or decreases. It takes the initial value of 0.05 and 

for further rounds of the activities in takes other values as 

0.1, 0.15, 2. 
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Table I: Terminology 

Notation Description 

       No. of copies sender node have created 

    Set of available trusted nodes for forwarding 

message 

    Message id 

     Source Node 

     Destination Node 

     Signature of Node i 

  Message                    

  Set of nodes needed for routing 

   Set of forwarded messages 

   Trust of a node i 

   Trust Update 

   Contact time of node i 

  
   

 Contact History of node iand j  

  
   

 Forward History of message from node ito j 

   
    Forward Verify History of message from 

node ito j 

   
      Forward Confirm History by kthnodeof 

message from node ito j  

  Unselfishness of a node 

  Connectivity a node 

  Energy a node 

  Trust Property         
 

Case II: Further if message is not available in the forward 

verify history, then also the node is malicious and can be 

detected as per the step 7 of the algorithm. This situation can 

happen when a node does not want to verify the message 

delivery of the other nodes.  

Case III: If the routing protocol requires to create   copies 

of the messages to forward, but if the number of messages 

created (n) are less than the no. of copies that are created 

then the node can be treated as malicious node.  

If a node does not belong to any of the above category then 

that node will be treated as a normal which helped in 

message forwarding and should be given a credit with an 

increased trust value as per the step no 14 of the algorithm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Algorithm I 

1. procedure DMDS 

2. {   
       

                        

3. forEach        do 

4. if          then 

5.             
6. return 1 

7. else if         then 

8.             
9. return 1 

10. elseif          and        then 

11.             
12. return 1 

13. else  

14.             
15. return 0 

16. end for 

17.    end procedure  

18. end procedure 

 

IV. SIMULATION SETUP AND RESULTS 

Opportunistic Network Environment (ONE) is used as a 

network simulator to implement the algorithms. There are 

different scenarios in which the network environment is 

tested. The parameters of the network are as shown in 

Table 2. The DMDS algorithm is compared with the 

security scheme discussed in earlier section PMDS. 

Table 2: Network Parameters 

Parameter Value 

No. of DTN Nodes 50, 100, 150 

No. of TA Nodes 8, 16. 24 

Mobility Model Random Map Based Route 

Area 2 Km x 2 Km 

Message TTL 480 min (8 hours) 

Message sizes 1MB to 5 MB 

Node Buffer 100 MB 

 

As shown in Figure 3 the delivery ratio is higher than 

PMDS until the malicious nodes % reaches 50%. If the % 

malicious nodes is higher than 50% bothalgorithmsbehave 

similar. Figure 4 shows the comparison of both algorithms 

on the basis of malicious nodes detection. The graph 

clearly shows that DMDS detection rate is higher than 

PMDS. But DMDS fails to detect the nodes if malicious 

nodes increase and are more than 50% of the total number 

of nodes in DTN.  
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Figure 3. Delivery ratio 

 

Figure 4. Malicious nodes detection 

 

Figure 5. Delivery Ratio and Delay 

Figure 6. Average delivery latency  

Figure 5 and 6 shows the comparison of two algorithms 

on the basis of Delay and delivery latency. Delay for 

DMDS is almost 30% lesser than PMDS. And average 

delivery latency is also 10% less than PMDS. But it is 

not consistent. The average delivery latency behaves 

abnormally when the number of messages are abruptly 

increased. As shown in Figure 6, when 20% malicious 

nodes are in the network the message creation event 

generated high number of messages. This is to check 

the effect of high message overhead on the algorithm.    

 

V. CONCLUSION 

The security provision to DTN is a critical issue and the 

DMDS algorithm provides the necessary security to 

DTNs. The security scheme uses the distributed approach 

over a centralized approach of the trust authority. Instead 

of one trusted authority, multiple trust authority works in 

a distributed approach, and can improve the performance 

of the security scheme.  The algorithm performs better 

than PMDS for delivery ratio, malicious detection rate, 

delay and average latency. Although the DMDS 

algorithm fails to perform better than PMDS with larger 

malicious nodes, as over 50%. Which is a very rare case 

in DTNs. This can be improved if the security algorithm 

is integrated with the existing routing protocol. The 

integration of the routing protocol and a security scheme 

will also be improved on delivery ratio and detection of 

malicious activities in all situations.    
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